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Abstract
Classical continuummethods break down for rareﬁed gas ﬂows inmicro-channels. Twonon-
continuumhydrodynamicmodels are investigated here: compressible Korteweg ﬂuid-like andBi-
Velocity (VolumeDiffusion) hydrodynamicmodels. The pressure driven rareﬁed gasﬂow in a
rectangularmicro-channel in thewhole range of Knudsen number is numerically considered. The
Kortewegmodel shows improved results in comparisonwith standardNavier–Stokes up toKnudsen
number of unity. The Bi-Velocitymethod is found to allow amatch between experiments and
numerical results over the full range of Knudsen number.
1. Introduction
Rareﬁed gasﬂows aremodelled by solving the Boltzmann equationwhich is valid for the full range of Knudsen
number [1]. Application of the Boltzmann equation and associated kineticmethods such as theDirect
SimulationMonte Carlo (DSMC) remains computationally expensive and their deployment to solving complex
engineering cases (such as those involvingmultiphaseﬂows) are still to be explored [2]. The inappropriateness of
the traditional continuumﬂowmodel, namely theNavier–Stokes equations in rareﬁed gases and the need for
additional contributions to its constitutive equations was discussed early byMaxwell [3]. Van derWaals theory
of capillarity led to the observation that a liquid-vapour interface actually represents a rapid but smooth
transition of physical quantities between twoﬂuids [4]. Based on this, Korteweg obtained constitutive equations
for theﬂuid ﬂow equationswithinwhich phase transition phenomena occur by incorporating in the stress
tensor contributions from the gradient of density [5].
The development of extended continuummodels in gases has shifted since.Higher order hydrodynamics
equations are derived usingChapman-Enskog expansion [6]. Grad’smomentsmethod [7] and associated
regularizations (e.g., R13 equations) are the second route usually explored [8]. Several issues related to these
higher order (Burnett type) equations are nowwell-known and detailed in the literature [9, 10]. García-Colín
et al claim that problemswith Burnett equations are in reality limitations of thosemethods and highlighted the
need of alternative approaches [11]. Other routes to ameliorate predictions by theNavier–Stokes at large
Knudsen numbers by the use of slip boundary condition corrections have also been extensively
explored [12, 13].
The inappropriateness ofNavier–Stokes system to describe temperatureﬁeld in a stationary gas in the
hydrodynamic limit has been shown by Sone et al [14].These authors proved that corrections to the standard
constitutive equations to involve Korteweg diffuse interface type stress tensor are required to acquire
appropriate description of heat transfer processes even in the vanishingKnudsen number limit [14]. An
alternative approach to extend the continuum ﬂuidmodel appearedmore recently in the literature based on the
concept of two different conceptual velocities [15, 16]. According to this theory, several ﬂuid velocities can be
distinguished: (a) themass velocityUmwhich is linked to the classical notion ofmassmotion and (b) the volume
velocityUv associatedwith changes in the local volume of the ﬂuidmaterial. Thismodel is termed Bi-Velocity
(orVolumeDiffusion) hydrodynamics. In classical Navier–Stokes and other continuumﬂowdescriptions one
deals with one velocity (Um).
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Bi-Velocitymodel as an extension to the classical Navier–Stokes systemdeviates from the earliermentioned
extended gasﬂow equations that are for example based on solving the Boltzmann equation using series
expansion inKnudsen number [11]. Similarities with Korteweg equations are however found [17]. In a recent
review byGorban andKarlinwith an extensive analysis of theKortewegmodel it was noted that it is the ﬁrst post
Navier–Stokes equationwhich remainswithin continuummechanics while capturing non-equilibriumkinetic
level phenomena. They concluded that Korteweg equations ‘give us a hint of how post Navier–Stokes equations
may look like’ [18].
Bi-Velocitymodel was tested in amixed convection problem andwas found to provide reasonable results
compared toNavier–Stokes for highKnudsen numberﬂows [19].
Ewart et al provided experimental data for themassﬂow rate of rareﬁed gasﬂows in amicro-channel for the
whole range of Knudsen number [20]. Dadzie and Brenner derived an associated analytical solution for the
rectangularmicro-channel helium gasﬂowusing amodel ofﬁrst-order slip boundary conditions [21]. Their
solution (whichwas based onBi-Velocity) showed agreementwith the experimental data up toKnudsen
number 5. Following thismethod, Lv et al incorporated an effective volume diffusivity coefﬁcient to show an
agreement of the Bi-Velocity equationwith the experimental data to aKnudsen number of 50 [22].
The present paper expands on these investigations. TheKortewegmodel of compressible ﬂows and the Bi-
Velocitymodel are considered separately for the numerical simulations of the gasﬂow in a rectangularmicro-
channel.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2we present the two newnon-continuumhydrodynamic
models as alternative toNavier–Stokes. In section 3we describe their numerical implementations and associated
boundary conditions. Section 4 presents the numerical results, comparisonwith experimental data and
discussion. The paper conclusion is drawn in section 5.
2. The twonon-continuumhydrodynamicsmodels
It is well accepted thatNavier–Stokes equations fail to describe rareﬁed gasﬂows. Among other continuum ﬂuid
models that are being investigated areKortewegﬂuid-like andBi-Velocitymodels [5, 16]. Thesemodels have
been reported to account for non-equilibrium effects in other conﬁgurations [23].
2.1. Compressible Kortewegﬂuid-likemodel
FromVanderWaals theory of capillarity authors noted that near a liquid-vapour phase transition a
thermodynamic formulation of aﬂuid ﬂow equation includes contributions from a density gradient-energy
term. This formulation introduces a capillarity stress tensor in themomentum equation [24]. This stress tensor,
also referred to as Korteweg stress tensor,may be obtained as [25]:
1
2
2.12b r gr r a r rP I=  + D +  Ä ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
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where ρ is theﬂuid density, I is the identity tensor and the termα(∇ρ⊗∇ρ) is also sometimes referred to as ‘the
Korteweg tensor’. Phenomenological coefﬁcientsα,β, γ arematerial functions dependent upon ρ and called
capillary coefﬁcients.Their exact value and expression are still elusive [26]. From a dimensional analysis, they
may be represented as:
a 2.2
2
3
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whereα* is a scalar andμ is the dynamic viscosity. The standardNavier–Stokes setmay bemodiﬁed by adding
theKorteweg stress (equation (2.1)) to its viscous stress tensor. A compressible Kortewegﬂuid ﬂow systemof
equations is thenwritten as:
2.1.1. Conservation ofmass
U a0 2.3
t
r+  ⋅ =r¶¶ [ ] ( )
2.1.2. Conservation ofmomentum
UU Ip b0 2.3U
t
Pr+  ⋅ +  ⋅ + =r¶¶ [ ] [ ] ( )
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2.1.3. Conservation of total energy
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where the shear stress termΠ is given by,
IU2 2.42P m b r gr r a r r= -  -  + D +  Ä ( ∣ ∣ ) ( ) ( )
inwhichwe denote
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with U~denoting the transpose tensor of∇U and I the identitymatrix. The energetic heatﬂux is then expressed
as [26]:
J k T K
D
Dt
2.6E
r r= -  -  ( )
where k is the thermal conductivity andKE is the gradient (internal) energy coefﬁcient which is assumed to be
constant andT theﬂuid temperature [26]. In the above equations,U is theﬂuidmass velocity, p is the scalar
pressure and ein is theﬂuid speciﬁc internal energy.
2.2. Bi-Velocitymodel
The kinetic level derivation of theVolumeDiffusion continuum equations is based on the inclusion of an
additional transport termoriginating fromparticlemolecular level spatial diffusion [16]. Two different
macroscopic ﬂuid velocities can then be derived based on different averagingmethods. Bi-Velocitymethod
recognizes existence of two (conceptually) different velocities. In one hand,mass velocityUm is proportional to
themassﬂux and is found in the continuity equation.On the one hand, volume velocity,Uv, accounts for
variation in volume occupied by the ﬂuidmass. A volume ﬂux density relates the two:
U U J 2.7v m c= - ( )
where
J
k
2.8c
m
r r= -  ( )
with km an additional transport coefﬁcient: themolecular (or volume) diffusivity coefﬁcient.
Figure 1 depicts the two different concepts ofmacroscopic ﬂuid velocity. Flux Jc is viewed as amolecular level
diffusive ﬂux associatedwith gasmolecule concentration and−Jc is the gas volume diffusive ﬂux.Um andUv are
bothmacroscopic concepts by deﬁnition. In the description of VolumeDiffusion, a ﬂuid particle is no longer
perceived as a pointmass like in classicalmechanics but with a varying volume element associatedwith it. The
diffusive ﬂux−Jc is oriented in the direction fromhigh density to low density in the case of compression and the
reverse in the case of expansion.With no density variation Jc vanishes.
Bi-Velocity hydrodynamics set of equations can bewritten as [19, 27]:
Figure 1.An illustration ofmass velocity and volume velocity: while the number of particles/molecules are the same for both velocities
when changing in time and space, the volume is assumed to vary for the volume velocity.
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2.2.1. Conservation ofmass
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2.2.3. Conservation of total energy
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where the shear stress termΠ is now given by,
J J 2.10v c cP P r= - Ä ( )
U Jwith 2 2.11v cP m= -  -[ ] ( )
and the energetic heatﬂux, Ju, is given by,
J q Jp . 2.12u ve c= + ( )
The speciﬁc internal energy of the ﬂuid is ein= (3/2)RT, withR being the speciﬁc gas constant. Note that in
the set (2.9) themass velocityUm is nowdenotedU as it is equivalent to the traditionalmass velocity like in a
classical system (2.3). The Fourier’s law now applies to the entropic heatﬂux as [16]:
q k T . 2.13ve = -  ( )
Here, the volume diffusivity coefﬁcient is related to dynamic viscosity,μ, as:
k 2.14m *a mrº ( )
where our investigation led toα* as:
Pr 3 2.15*a = ( )
This value of the coefﬁcientα*was previously observed in other classical rareﬁed gasﬂow conﬁgurations
[19, 27]. Themean free path is calculated usingG. Bird formula,λ= (kbT)/((2πd
2p)1/2),where kb is the
Boltzmann constant and d is themolecular diameter [28].
By substituting equations (2.14) and (2.15) into (2.8)we have the ﬁnal expression of themolecular level
volume (actually, concentration)ﬂux as:
J 2.16c
Pr
3 2
r= - mr ( )
3.Numerical implementation
Based on the two hydrodynamicmodels described abovewe propose two numerical solvers developed on
OpenFOAMplatform.
3.1.Modiﬁcation to rhoCentralFOAM inOpenFOAM
Numerical implementations of the two sets of hydrodynamics equations are done on theOpenFOAMplatform.
These are adaptations of the solver rhoCentralFOAMwhich comprises of aﬁnite volume (FV) discretization
using semi-discrete, non-staggered central schemes for collocated variables prescribed on amesh of polyhedral
cells that have an arbitrary number of faces and solved on a three-dimensional unstructuredmesh of polygonal
cells. rhoCentralFOAMwas initially developed to simulate compressible ﬂowswith better shock capturing [29].
The solver is density-based solver and uses a physical formof the equations described in section 2. It initially
starts with solving the inviscid version of the set of conservative equations in an iterative order. Density-weighted
ﬁelds are calculated ﬁrst. Themomentumdensity is calculated fromU =ρU and the total energy density
E Er= where the total energy is E e .in U2
2= + ∣ ∣ The set of equations are consequently solved for ρ,U and E.
Based on these the temperature,T, is evaluated by the subtraction of kinetic energy from the total energy as:
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where cv is the speciﬁc heat capacity at constant volume.
Themomentum and heat diffusion are introduced to the solvers by the inclusion of the appropriate diffusive
terms in the governing constitutive equations.U andT are evaluated explicitly since themomentum and energy
equations are solved explicitly as noted in the inviscid version above.
The solver starts with the solution of themomentum equation by solving forU
UU p 0 3.2U
t
+  ⋅ +  =¶¶ 
 [ ] ( )
Mass velocity is then updated by solvingU U .r=  This step is done before solving a diffusion correction
forU
U
U J
t
0 3.3c expPr m m¶¶ -  ⋅  +  ⋅  -  ⋅ =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
For Bi-Velocitymethod the explicit component of the stress tensor is expressed:
U J U JI
2
3
tr
2
3
tr 3.4c cexp T TP m=  -  -  + [( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( ) ( )
In equation (3.3)we note the appearance of the term∇ · (μ∇Jc)which is neglected for theKorteweg solver.
The Laplacian terms from the deviatoric tensor∇ · (μ∇U) and∇ · (μ∇Jc) are implemented implicitly and they
form coefﬁcients within the solutionmatrices, rather than values in the source vectors. Similar procedure is
followed to implement theKorteweg compressible ﬂuidmodel where the additional explicit component of the
stress tensor is now:
U U I
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To obtain the solution for the energy equation, similar procedure is followed by solvingﬁrst for E as:
U U
E
t
E p 0 3.6P¶¶ +  ⋅ + +  ⋅ ⋅ =
 [ ( )] ( ) ( )
The temperature,T is updated from ρ,U and E from equation (3.1) before solving a diffusion correction
equation forT via:
c T
t
k T k
p
0 3.7v m
r
r r
¶
¶ -  ⋅  -  ⋅  =⎜ ⎟
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Wenote, however, that the experimental rectangularmicro-channel case considered here is isothermal and
therefore solutions to the energy equations are not as important as themomentum equations.
3.2. Boundary conditions
Maxwell type ﬁrst-order slip boundary conditions are adopted to accompany the different hydrodynamics
equations. Inmore detail, we used the compressible slip boundary conditions as presented below [30]:
U U j
p
2 3
4
Pr 1
3.8w v
u
u
tss
l
m
g
g- = -
- - -⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
( ) ( )
whereUw is thewall velocity,σu is the tangentialmomentum accommodation coefﬁcient and τv is the new
tangential shear stress, τv= S · (n ·Π), extracted from the newmodiﬁed shear stress in (2.4) and (2.10). The
tensor S= I−nnwith j= J · S based on the new energetic heatﬂux in equations (2.6) and (2.12). The unit normal
vector n is deﬁned as positive in the direction of the ﬂowdomain. The speciﬁc heat ratio is named γ.
3.3. Themicro-channel conﬁguration
Dimensions of the channel were accurately set to the original fromEwart et al [20]. The purpose of their
experiments was to complete the database ofmassﬂow ratemeasurements, obtained for a gasﬂow in a single
micro-channel (see ﬁgure 2) ranging from the hydrodynamics to the near freemolecular regime. The average
pressure in the experiments was between 67 000 Pa and 30 Pa. The experimentalmethod that was used to
measure themass ﬂow rate through themicro-channel involves the use of two large constant volume tanks that
aremuch larger than the volume of themicro-channel.More details of the experimental procedure can be found
in Ewart et al [20]. Their data (mass ﬂow rate results) are used as a benchmark for our simulations. Fluid
properties and physical coefﬁcients that are used in the simulations are listed in table 1. ThemeanKnudsen
number is deﬁned: .
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Kn k
h p p
RT
1
2
2 3.9mean
inlet outlet
m= +l ( )
It can be noted that the length (L) and thewidth (W) of themicro-channel are extensively greater than its
height (h).
Tangentialmomentum accommodation coefﬁcient was set to 0.9 for all simulations along thewhole range
of Knudsen number in this paper.
To perform cell independency tests on the three numericalmethods developed during the present
investigations, three grids composed of 100× 50× 50, 200× 100× 100 and 300× 150× 250 cells are
considered. ﬁgure 3 shows the corresponding normalized velocity proﬁles along the vertical center line of the
channel for allmethods. It is observed that numerical results are equivalent for 200× 100× 100 and
300× 150× 250 grids. As a result, the grid containing 200× 100× 100 cells were selected for the reported
results.
4. Results and discussion
Wecompare numerical predictions byKorteweg, Bi-Velocity, Navier–Stokes and a previously derived analytical
model in [21]with the experimental data of Ewart et al [20]. The following non-dimensionalmassﬂow rate
equation is used for the analysis:
G M
Wh
L RT
p p
2
4.1m
2
inlet outlet
1
= -
-
 ⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( )
Themassﬂow rate, M through themicro-channel is given by:
UM W dy 4.2
h
0
ò r= ( )
Figure 4 presents the comparison between themodels.
Compressible Kortewegﬂuid-likemodel with its additional capillarity contribution to the shear stress gives
agreementwith experiments up toKnudsen number of about unitywithminor deviation observed around
Knmean between 0.2–0.6. Bi-Velocitymodel based on volume diffusivity coefﬁcient as expressed in
equations (2.14) and (2.15) appears toﬁt the experimental data over the full ﬂow regime, including excellent
agreement in the freemolecular regime (10<Knmean< 100). Dadzie-Brenner solutionwhichwas based also on
the Bi-Velocity hydrodynamicsmodel, butwith a formof a slip condition and another expression of the volume
diffusivity coefﬁcient agrees with the experimental data for Knmean< 5. Knudsen studied gasﬂows through
tubes in the transition and freemolecular regimes. Fromhis results, the normalized volumetric ﬂow rate showed
aminimumat aKnudsen number near unity [31]: TheKnudsen paradox. The present numerical solution by the
Figure 2. Schematic diagramof themicro-channel conﬁguration. The ﬂowdirection is represented by the red arrows for pinlet and
poutlet. The blue circles show the rareﬁed gasmolecules, where L,W? h.
Table 1. Fluid properties andmicro-channel physical coefﬁcients.
W (m) L (m) h (m) Pr μ (Pa s) R (J kg−1 K−1) kλ
4.92× 10−4 9.39× 10−3 9.38× 10−6 0.67 1.975 13× 10−5 2076.942 2p
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Bi-Velocitymodel andDadzie-Brenner solution as shown inﬁgure 4 both capture theKnudsen paradox. This
Knudsen paradox is usually difﬁcult to capture using aNavier–Stokeswith slip conditions [13].
In general, ﬁgure 4 reveals that the two continuumhydrodynamicsmodels which involved density gradient
expressions in the shear stress constitutive equations are better in predicting thismicro-channel gasﬂow. This
corroborates recent observations byGorban andKarlin [18].
Figure 3.Grid independency test for: (a)Navier–Stokes, (b)Korteweg and (c)VolumeDiffusion.
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Figure 5 presents the normalized pressure distribution along the streamwise direction for the Bi-Velocity,
Korteweg andNavier–Stokes. The convex curvature is captured by the threemethods identically for the low
Knudsen number. Difference between Bi-Velocity andKorteweg is insigniﬁcant across theKnudsen number
range. Thismay be explained by the fact that bothmethod constitutive equations for the shear stresses contain
the density gradient capillarity effects. For a higher Knudsen number that corresponds to the freemolecular
regime (Kn= 80), Navier–Stokes proﬁlemay be described as unphysical compared to the other twomodels that
appear to predict a rathermonotonic variation in the proﬁles from the low to the higher Knudsen number.
Figure 6 shows the normalized velocity proﬁles in a cross-section of the streamwise direction in a position
where theﬂow is fully developed for allmethods. U0 is the average velocity taken at the channel entrance. For
Kn= 0.043 themass velocity as derived from theNavier–Stokes has a small difference fromBi-Velocity and
Kortewegmass velocity. The velocity proﬁle differs from the parabolic shape expected from a pure
hydrodynamic regime pressure-driven ﬂow. Themass velocity decreases as theKnudsen number increases and
vanishes for theNavier–Stokes at higher Knudsen number (ﬁgure 6(c))which is consistent with the nomassﬂow
predicted by thismodel at higher Knudsen number. Bi-Velocity predicts the highestmass velocity at the highest
Knudsen numberwhich is in agreement with themassﬂow rate plotted inﬁgure 4.
5. Conclusion
Two extended hydrodynamicmodels based onKorteweg andBi-Velocity theories have been investigated for the
simulation ofmicro-channel gasﬂows. The simulation results are comparedwith existing experimental data.
The twomethods agree well for pressure and velocity proﬁles. Regarding theKortewegmodel, it has been shown
that it can capture non-equilibrium effects andmatch the experimental data up toKn= 1. Kortewegmodel
diverges from solutions obtainedwith the Bi-Velocitymodel at higher Knudsen numbers. The Bi-Velocity
model shows the excellent agreement for themassﬂow rate over thewhole range of Knudsen number. The
investigation reveals new insights into the expression of the volume diffusivity coefﬁcient. The capability of the
Bi-Velocitymodel to capture non-equilibrium effects in rareﬁed gas ﬂowswas demonstrated previously. The
present study reinforces this. The results provide further evidences of the possibility of simulating rareﬁed gas
ﬂowphenomenawith relatively highKnudsen number by a pseudo-continuum ﬂuid ﬂowmodel. Volume
Diffusionmodel can agree well with the experimental data over thewhole range of Knudsen number up into the
freemolecular regime. These results trigger further future investigations into themathematical structure of both
theKorteweg and theVolumeDiffusion type of continuum ﬂow equations in describing non-local-equilibrium
ﬂows beyond the classicalmodel. The study not only provides a simple, accurate and reliable numericalmethod
for simulating rareﬁed gasﬂows inmicro-channels but also shows howpostNavier–Stokes equationsmay
look like.
Figure 4.Comparison of themass ﬂow rate using Bi-Velocity andKorteweg against Navier–Stokes, Dadzie-Brenner and experimental
data.
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Figure 5.Normalized pressure distribution along the streamwise direction for various Knudsen numbers (a)Kn= 0.043,
(b)Kn= 1.07 (c)Kn= 80.7.
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